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GRoUP-A

( Linear Algebra I
( Marks: 40 )

1. Answer the following as directed : Ix6=6

(a) Let W be a subset of the vector space
n3E) de{ined by

W = {(n A, z}ln U, Z e lR and x +29 + 4z = 4)

Is 1I/ a subspace? Justi$r.

(b) Show that each non-zero singleton set
{x} of a vector space is linearly
independent.

(c) If M is the vector space of all mxn
matrices, determine dirn M.
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(d) The product
a square *.,,.I l,,Jfi;genvarues or

(q o ftql
(tu) lAl G") fr

(Choose the correct answer)(e) The matrix

satisfies the equation
(i) a2 +5.4+ 7I=g
(A a2 +5A _ ZI =g
(tt| a2 _sA_ zI=6
(iu) 4z -5A+ ZI=g

(Choose the correct answer)
A State the condition fo:n equations in ;-;# " system of

a unique sorution. lowns to have

2. Answer the following : 
2x2=4(a) 

:l"J othat 
the union of two subspaces

a ""0";;::' Jfi :.".:JH::; "#;;
@ Show that the matrices A and A, havethe same eigenvalues.
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3. Answer arry one part :

ntB).

415-170O l3S9

(t) Let U and W be subspaces of
a vector space Y(F). Then show
that V=U@W<+V=U+W and
UnW = {o}.

(ir) Show that the vectors (1, 2, 5),
(2, 5, 1) and (1, 5, 2l are linearly
independent in the vector space
ntB).

(iii) ft V is a finite dimensional vector
space and lup u2,..., ur, ) is a
linearly independent subset of V,
then prove that it can be extended
to form a basis of V. 4+)+4=19

It W and W2 are subspaces of
a finite dimensional vector space
I/(F), then show that

dim (W1 * Wzl = dim \ + dimW2 -
dim(w' nWr)

Define basis of a vector space.
Determine whether or not the
vectors (L,l, 21, (L, 2,5), (5, 3, 4)

form a basis of the vector space

10

(a)

(t)(b)

(it)

5+5=10
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4. Answer any futoparts :

(a) Define rank and nulity of a lineartransformation ? Aom a vector spaceV(F) to 
_a 

vector space I4l(F). Find rankand nullify of the linear transformationI: lR 3 -+ R 2 defined by

T(x, A, z) = (x+A + z, 2x+2g +Qz) 1+4=5

(b) Let T be a hnear operator on a vector. space V(F) and rank T2 = rank ?. Then
show that range In ker?={0}. 

5
(c) Let T:lR 3 _+ R 2 be a hnear mapping

defined by

T(x, A, z) = (3x + 29 _ 42, x _ Sy + 3z)
Find the matrix A representing Irelativeto the ba
or n36f ;:T ;,:i,l i,l,rl;i; ?;*f*ll' s

5. Answer arry one part : l0
(a) (t) Find the eigenvalues and thecorresponding eigenvectors of thematrix

5x2=10

a =(s 4)

[1 2)
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(b) (E Let

(r 1 o'l (2 o o')

A=lO 2 0landB=lo 2 2l
[oo L) [oo r)

Show tl'at A and B have different
characteristic pol5momials but have
the same minimal polynomial.

(rr] Show that the system of equations

3x+g+ z= 8
-x+g-22= -S

2x+29+22=12
-2x+29-32:-T

t5l

State the Cayley-Hamilton theorem.
Verify it for the matrix

(o o 1)

A=l 3 I ol
[-, | 4)

Hence find A-l 4+5:10

is consistent and hence solve
them. 5+5=1O
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GROUF-_B

{ Vector I

{ Marlcs: 4O }
6. Answer tJ:e following a.s d.irected :

(a)

(b)

(c)

7. Answer the following :

(a) Prove the idenfit5z

Evatr.rate {7 4;+f . j3j+f .Qf.

Write the value of divfVgxVry]"

If 0 is a continr.lous\r diferentiable
scalar point function, the value ofcurl grad S is

{t) 1

(ti) -1
(iii) 6

fu/ None of the above

{Choose the correct answer}
(d) If C is a closed curve, firrd t ?.a?.

.c

1x4=4

2x3=6

. axldxldxdyl =1A.d11dxd1

(b) Find div curl.F, ifF = ,zgi + $ +Zgzi...

(c) Interpret the relations

? *=oand ?**=d
415*17OOl359
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Answer al:y one part :

(a) 0 Prove that
-+-)++

(a x b) - (6 x d) + (b xZ). @ x d) +
+-'-

{cxa)'(bxd)=g

(iil Prove that V2 ($ = 0, wherer
-)a^-ir =xL+AJ+zK.

6iil rf

6=*yri+xz2j-gsi,

and

E=*3i-xa4+*2"ft.

calculate

^-+ .?azA azA_v_

oa2 dx2

at the point (1, 1, 3). J+{+3= 19

(b) (t) Prove that

tB*? i +dd*i1=2GiA1

Hence show that a, i , A are

coplanar, ffi B +i, i +d., d *i 
^r,coplanar.
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(it) Prove that

curlfF; =grad/ xF +lpurt F)

where / is a scalar point function.
(iii) Find the unit normal vector to the

surface x2g+2xz=4 at the point
(2, -2, 3],.

9. Answer any two parts :

(a) If a, i,7 ar. three vectors, then prove
that

(b) Prove that

curl@ *d) = 6 . vfi_(d. vtd +
d ai"B _i aiud s

(c) Show that

r(:..{Zl at-} -dV , ^J [."8)dt= r x\+c
where C is an arbitrary constant vector.
If 7(4 = St2i + ti - t3fr.,ihen prove that

f (, "#)- = -t4i +rsj-rsir
2+3=5

4+$+3=16

" 5x2=1O

Iaa ai a.zl
ldiif =lia ii izl

ltt ii rrl s
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10. Answer arLY one Part : 10

(a) (t) Evaluate lQ"*Ald.V, where V is

v
a closed region bounded bY the

cylinder z=4-x2 and' the Planes
X=O, a=O, A=2 antd Z=O'

(ir/ Verify Green's theorem in the plane

for

[W' -xa3ldx+U2 -2xa\du
c

where C is the square with vertices

(O, O), (2, Ol, (2, 2l and (0' 2)'
5+5= 10

(b) (t) Find the work done in moving

a Particle once around a circle C in
the .rry-plane, if the circle has centre

at the region and radius 2 and,

if the force field F is given bY

i =Q*-a+24i+(x+ a-4i+
(3x-2Y-sAfr

(iL) State Gauss' divergence theorem'

Using it, evaluate JJF'i, where

i =*i-Yi+@2 -rl't I'o s is the

cYlinder formed bY the surfaces

z=O, z=!, x2 +U2 =4. 5+5=10
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